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The speed king
In a rare interview, powerboat pioneer Sonny Levi
offers an intriguing insight into how the modern
deep vee hull came to be
REPORT BY CARL RICHARDSON

I

t was the early 50s, when the
world was still recovering
from war, that the template
for today’s fast planing hull
designs was laid down.
Adventurous young men, full of
derring-do and a healthy disrespect
for their own personal safety, were
out on the water, not just pushing
the limits but tearing them up. Their
new way of thinking aided by the
useful horsepower hit delivered by
thunderous great engines originally
intended for aircraft.
America and Britain had already
been locked in a battle for on-water
racing honours since the turn of the
century. But the Second World War
left a legacy of mechanical
advancement, especially in engine
design and power output, while hull
designs were steadily becoming
more capable of running at speed.
Arguably one of the most
important moments in the
evolution of the motorboat as we
know it today did
not take place in
A victorious
Miami or the
Sonny Levi
Solent. It happened
salutes the
crowd in ‘63
in the unlikely
22

setting of Bombay, India.
Born in Karachi, in preindependence India, to Italian
parents, Levi and his family moved
to Bombay, setting up a design and
manufacturing business. At the
outbreak of the war Levi moved to
Britain, joining the RAF and studying
aircraft design. The war over, Levi
returned to India and a family
business already long established as
a boatbuilder, predominantly with
Admiralty vessels for the Indian,
Dutch and Royal navies. Indeed,
Levi’s first job was to design and
build a fleet of fast patrol boats for
the Indian navy.
The waters around western and
southern India can be rough and
there was little local marine
infrastructure. As such these boats
had to be tough and able to beach,
and that last point meant taking
some big surf. But no one, Levi
included, could have imagined the
impact and influence these early
hull designs, born out of simple
necessity, would have on
motorboating. Even today, many
serious fast motorboats will include
many of Levi’s 1950s’ ideals.
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designed raceboat, Drago, and
later a surface drive, which is still
in production.

The science of fast

help create this lift, delivering higher
speeds from less horsepower and so
greater efficiency.
So the tubes were remodelled and
evolved into hydrodynamic strips.
Thus the spray rail, we like to think,
was born on a beach in India some
60 years ago. The man himself is far
too modest to claim any credit for
the spray rail, merely that he did
what was required. What we do
know is that, at this point in hull
design, few if any craft from either
side of the Atlantic were using rails.
Innovation has always been a big
part of what Levi does. “I am a
problem solver, I am just fortunate
that I have always been around
people to support me in my goal,
from my father to my many friends.”
Looking to improve the core
strength of his hulls, the yard in
Bombay patented a system of
construction called Plyglass where
two sections of ply could be joined
with Glass Reinforced Plastic tape
and epoxy resin. The same system
was used by racing dinghies for
decades to come and was just a
step away from the GRP production
we know today.
Later Levi would even turn his
attention to drive systems, with his
Step-drive used on another Levi-

Until Levi’s generation came along,
most planing hulls were fairly flat,
with a small deadrise to deliver
some grip for steerage and bluff
rounded bow sections. Levi’s patrol
boats – 30ft long and fitted with
twin 325hp Crusader V8 petrols –
featured a sharp deep vee hull
which carried its deadrise all the way
from a long bow section to the very
transom. The result was a complete
and very dry rough-water ride
quality.
During this period, a somewhat
left-field requirement for the patrol
boats led to what might be the
development of one of the most
important pieces of modern planing
hull design – the spray rail.
The need for the boats to beach,
led Levi to add protective
longitudinal tubes to the hull,
however, it quickly became
apparent that these simple sacrificial
sections were having a positive
effect on performance.
A deep vee hull is good for taking
a sea smoothly at speed but it lacks
lift, requiring a lot of power and fuel
to push it up and along. Spray rails

Levi talks to MBM’s editor, aboard the Corsair, the reincarnation of his Cowes-Torquay race winner

A Speranziella powering to race
victory with Levi at the helm (far right)

motorboatsmonthly.co.uk

Race to Europe
With a successful fleet of patrol
boats to his name Sonny Levi left for
Italy and the Cantieri Navaltecnica
boatyard to focus on the world of
powerboats, developing his
celebrated A Speranziella race boat.
Around the same time Dick
Bertram was having success with his
Ray Hunt (or C Raymond Hunt to
use his full name) designed
runabouts. In the 50s and 60s Hunt
was the go-to name for just about
anybody looking to go fast on the
water, but his success was probably
most notable for the ‘Moppie’ line of
raceboats. Hunt was also making a

“

I am just
fortunate that I
have always
been around
people to
support me in
my goal

”

name for himself in the UK with
Fairey, the yard’s Huntress and
Huntsman model names paying
homage to their creator.
It was here in the UK, on The
Solent, that Levi’s race credentials
really came to the for, as he recalls.
“Ray Hunt was very important,
very successful. In the late 50s Dick
Bertram was racing Moppie in
Miami, and I was there with A
Speranziella, we had lot of fun and
won lot of races. Then in 1960, at the
London Boat Show, Max Aitken
announced his intention to start the
Cowes-Torquay race. So in 1961 the
race was held, many of those racing
in Miami came across. I brought a
strong Italian group. The first race
was very competitive, and very
challenging. We were leading at one
point but fuel pump problems
meant we finished sixth in the end,
but the boat handled beautifully.
“Ray Hunt and later Alan Burnard
made fast capable boats but their
forward hull sections were still quite
bluff, making them hard over the
water and a little wet.”
The inaugural Cowes-Torquay
winners board will tell you that
Raymond Hunt was the master of
this universe with the top three
finishers all running his hull

>>
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Extract from the
1963 race report

designs, along with countless other
competitors. But alongside this
dominance, the success of one
Renato Levi was also duly noted.

1961 Cowes Torquay race

■ 1st Tommy Sopwith, Thunderbolt
■ 2nd James Wynn Yo Yo
■ 3rd Major Floor Diesel Huntsman
■ 4th Bruce Campbell Christina
■ 5th (Mrs) K Hobson, H Duckham
Geranium II
■ 6th R Levi A Speranziella

In ‘62 Levi returned to The Solent in
the same boat but without success.
Tellingly, though, several of Levi’s
designs were involved, including
Trident piloted by one Don Shead of
Sunseeker hull design fame.
But well before the race gun had
fired in 1962, Levi was working on

ways of developing A Speranziella’s
hull to deliver better speeds,
predominantly by tweaking the
spray rails. “After the race in ‘61 I
returned to Italy and started
drawing up some new ideas. Rules
were changing, as were the
interpretations. The basic hull design
was good but we could now
change certain elements and
uprated the power to 800hp.” Levi
recalls.

The race is won
And so to a choppy adrenalin
strewn starting line outside Cowes
in 1963 and a tweaked A Speranziella
raring to go. As with ‘61, the race was
another close fought battle and it
happened in similarly rough
conditions with an energy sapping
Force 8 blowing up. Levi was sat in
fourth place behind some lighter
more powerful craft, but keeping
pace. The telling moment came
close to Portland Bill, the barometer
dropped and the seas built up. As
the weather turned A Speranziella
made her move, powering past the
front three to take the lead. She

Sonny Levi’s own designed A Speranziella
powered by twin Interceptors that gave her
800 horses and a pre-race high speed range
of 700 sea miles to sharpen her
performance over, took the 1963 Daily
Express International Offshore Powerboat
Race from Cowes to Torquay on
September 7th.
She crossed the finishing line at 2.43pm
having put up an average speed of 35.5
knots. Sonny’s popular and thoroughly
deserved win was an example of what can
be done with intelligent pre-race
preparation and knowing the precise
capabilities of the boat. When presented to
the scrutineers at the end of the race
nothing more than a hairline crack in a
floor frame could be found.
Having winkled his way up from fourth
form the start, Levi tailed the early leader
White Migrant but was unable to pass this
Christina boat in the smooth going that
prevailed initially and before Lord
Bingham’s mount sank underneath him.
Once things became rougher after passing
Portland Bill however, A Speranziella
smashed her way to the front and from that
point her victory was a matter of course.

Sonny and son: Martin Levi shares his father’s passion for fast, capable boats and runs Levi Boats, the family business
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never looked back, clocking an
average speed of 40.7 mph (36
knots) over the course, incredibly
close to her 42 knot top speed.
In today’s powerboat world the
sea state was such that the race
probably wouldn’t even have been
run. Back then Sonny Levi simply
levelled his throttles, completely
confident that his was a 40-knot
boat, whatever the conditions.
Following the race win, Sonny
embarked on some memorable
motorboat projects with such
notaries as Formula One drivers, the
King of Sweden and, famously,
Gianni Agnelli, the renowned Italian
industrialist behind Fiat, Ferrari,
Juventus football club and the not
inconsiderable title of Italy’s richest
(ever) man. With Agnelli, Levi would
also work with automotive design
legend Pininfarina on several fast
cruisers based on a typically sharp
48ft hull.
But it was the racing years that
seem to have resonated most with
Levi. “It was the racing that placed
me in the limelight, it introduced me

December 2013

Sufury in full flight and
on her way to the 1967
Cowes-Torquay British
Powerboat title
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SONNY LEVI

to incredible people and allowed
me to create so many fantastic
boats. I have always tried to create
good looking boats, after all, the
aesthetic is what you see, but it
must always be dictated by
hydrodynamic design.”
Sonny and his boats returned to
Cowes many times, often
victoriously. One of his most notable
successes, certainly from a British
perspective, came with Surfury the
renowned racer with its iconic 111
number. The first of Levi’s Delta
models, Surfury was based on similar
principles to the arrow-like Levi 16s
which had been so successful at the
Paris Six Hour Endurance Race, a
Le Mans-style event run on the
Seine. Surfury was a design ahead
of its time and still looks
revolutionary today. When first
unveiled in 1964, Levi was
quizzed on the design, his answer
was typically enigmatic: it was, he
said, “the product of a troubled
mind”.
Owned and run by brothers
Charles and Jimmy Gardner, Surfury

won the 1967 Cowes-Torquay race,
clocking an average speed of 55mph
(48 knots) and topping out at close
to 70mph.
Even today, some 50 years later,
Levi is wonderfully bullish about a
boat he happily names as his
favourite: “Over five years she was
always fast, she always won; we were
15 or 20 mph faster than anyone else
and we could have gone even faster.”
Looking at the 1963 race winner, A
Speranziella, today, the first thing that
strikes you is how similar the current
Levi Corsair is to its legendary
forebear. A few tweaks to the deck
and a far more luxurious fit-out are all
that separates these two craft. To
think that a boat as breathtakingly
beautiful as the Levi Corsair could
also be such an incredibly tough
competitor is testament to Levi’s
entire approach. That is the lure of
Sonny Levi – a groundbreaking
designer, a pioneer of powerboats
who only ever saw solutions where
others saw problems and who we
acclaim as the godfather of
the deep vee hull.

Turn
the page
for the Levi
Corsair test

>>
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BOATS test

Poetry in motion
MONTHLY

The Levi-designed Corsair is a blue blood sportscruiser
with a racing lineage second to none From £286,000 incl of VAT
Nick says...

Combining 21st century performance with the finest traditions and
craftsmanship creates an absolute classic and one of the most
beautifully realised boats on the water.
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T

hey don’t make ‘em like
they used to.
Well, actually, in this
instance, yes they do.
Better yet, ‘this instance’
is arguably one of the most
beautiful creations from one of the
most talented powerboat designers
of our time. Godfather of the deep
vee himself, Sonny Levi.
And as our look back at the great

man’s long and illustrious career
makes clear, this boat has more
pedigree than Frankel. Following
its conception as the boat to
win the Cowes-Torquay race in 1963,
the 27ft hull was put into service as
a high performance sportscruiser,
the Corsair 27. Fitted with twin
150hp Volvo petrol engines it
had a top speed of over 30 knots,
but what really set it apart from its

MBM SEATRIAL
LEVI CORSAIR

contemporaries was the ultra
deep vee hull and wide beam that
combined superb seakeeping with
increased interior volume.
Created by a team of eight Italian
artisans over five months, the
current Corsair is no mass-produced
product, but a custom-built jewel
constructed at the rate of just two a
year. Exclusivity guaranteed. And
those looks aren’t merely retro
styling aping the concept; bar one
or two subtle changes it is in fact
exactly as per the original in both
size and form. Sonny Levi got it right
first time.
On the water the boat is low, lithe,
simple, and effortlessly cool. The
long foredeck and low coachroof
echo the 1960’s original perfectly,
whilst gorgeous detailing like the
polished wood toe rail framing
expansive teak laid decks, elegantly
swept back polished wood mast
and broad sweep of stainless steel
screen elevate the craft to almost an
art form. Down below is equally
spectacular; the layout simple, a vee
berth forward, dinette opposite the

galley and a small separate heads,
and the detailing exquisite. Lovingly
lacquered polished mahogany and
thick aromatic leather is illuminated
by subtle strips of slim LED lighting

set into the headlining. It exudes
warmth, class, and above all quality.
Of course, just because the form is
strictly 1960s doesn’t mean the
engineering has to be from the

same era, so rather than a pair of
Volvo 150hp petrols under the back
seat, our up to the minute Corsair
sports a pair of equally up to the
minute Volkswagen Marine

>>
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diesels running Mercruiser Bravo
Three twin prop outdrives. A supersmooth V6 configuration and
fielding 265hp apiece, performance
is decidedly 21st century.
As we head out of Poole Harbour
into some particularly tough and
turbulent seas, ex-powerboat racer
and boss of Corsair importers
Wessex Marine, David Adams is at
the helm to give me an idea of what
it will do. As we blast up a wave
more akin to an Evel Knievel stunt
ramp at 30 knots and a huge hole in
the water behind it appears, two
thoughts flow rapidly through my
mind: “this is really going to hurt”,
followed swiftly by “I’m glad I
wasn’t the one to break it”. Sheer
momentum holds the boat in the
air for a sickening moment, engine
revs flaring as the props find

“

It feels part of
me; as though
it responds to
my thoughts

”

clean air before five tonnes of
displacement take over and we
drop like a lift with the cable cut. I
brace myself for the impact but it
never comes, the boat touching
down stern first before slicing down
softly with its full length as though
we’ve fallen into a large vat of
candyfloss. As we barrel up the next
wave David looks at me and laughs,
“That was a big one, we must have
been five feet clear!” I grin with relief,
I’m genuinely astounded.
The word “thoroughbred” is
overused, but when it’s my turn at
the helm it’s as though this boat
exists purely to define the term. The
helm seat adjusts and the squab
flips up to a bolster, allowing me to
wedge myself in place and get to
grips with the wonderfully tactile
upright wooden wheel and old

There is no stinting on the style and quality below decks in the Levi Corsair

The Corsair is more about the driving experience and dayboating, but there is a double berth to the fore that allows for overnighting in comfort

Even the toilet compartment is cultured

The aft bench is a perfect place from which to enjoy the most thrilling of rides...

A helm that is both classic and modern

school ball-topped chrome Morse
MT2 controls. Over 500hp of silky
smooth turbo-charged thrust
powers the boat onto the plane
as though afterburners have been
lit, and once up there it begins to
dance. Responding instantly to
the helm the Corsair jinks and
turns like an ice skater – hard, fast
and utterly planted; but that’s
merely an entrée compared with
the seakeeping.
With race style trim planes and
fast response outdrive trim it’s
possible to set the boat up perfectly
so that it flies straight and level,
slicing through the metre-high
rolling swell like the very sharpest
of knives through the softest of
butter. We bank and turn and
swoop for the heaving yawing
camera boat, blasting through
the rollercoaster of big waves,
one hand on the throttles ready to

back off for a big one or floor it and
kick the nose up to catch some
serious air. And the faster I go, the
smoother it gets until the GPS
peaks at 45 knots!
The boat becomes almost organic,

just the churning of the sea,
howling diesels, and this fabulous,
epic, perfect little boat in glorious,
sharp-edged, fully focused
Technicolour.
Sonny Levi, I salute you.

motorboatsmonthly.co.uk

feeling a part of me; as though it
responds to thought alone. It is
quite simply sensational. The
world seems to fade into sepia
soft focus leaving me completely
dialled in to the experience, with

SPECIFICATION
LOA
BeAm
eNGINe

... and underneath the Volkswagen Marine diesels that power the glory

27ft 0in (8.22m)
9ft 0in (2.75m)
Twin Volkswagen Marine
l3.0 265-6 diesels 265hp
PeRFORmANCe
rpm knots gph
mpg db
1,000
6
0.4
15
73
2,000 14
2.9
4.8
78
3,000 29
9
3.2
82
4,200 45
26
1.7
86
PRICe
From £286,000
incl. VAT
eNQUIRIeS
Wessex Marine
01202 700702
www.wessexmarine.co.uk
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